
COMPETITORS OF SUNSILK SHAMPOO

This article lists the top Sunsilk Competitors. Sunsilk is a popular hair Sunsilk has many products in shampoos and its
related conditioners.

All Sunsilk variants have been formulatedespecially keeping in view the Pakistani consumer haircomposition
and hair care needs so as to provide theconsumer with a complete range for all hair types. In , due to the
constant research of their affiliated hair 7 care institutes, the need of a shampoo for oily hair wasobserved and
they launched a new variant of Sunsilk havingcitrus extracts. Unilever has ensured that Sunsilk has become
one of the leading hair care brand names across the world. Mission Statement The new Sunsilk Shampoo aims
at fulfilling the needs of its target market by offering a hight quality, assessment of the concept in terms of its
acceptability, credibility and perceived benefits, that it offers a healthy choice shampoo alternative to the
targeted consumer. It uses Priyanka Chopra in India for its promotion. The distribution occurs through
Unilever and there is separate team for handling the segmentation. Sunsilk conditioner was launched in with
three variants for dry, normal and greasy hair. Let us start the Sunsilk Marketing Mix: Product: The product
strategy and mix in Sunsilk marketing strategy can be explained as follows: Sunsilk is a global brand name
when it comes to haircare. Sunsilk was introduced in in Pakistan with threevariants related to hair types. Apart
from the traditional channel approach, warehouses are maintained to account for the demand. Sunsilk also
increases the consumer involvement by having interactive games and quizzes. The interactive website of
Sunsilk also helps in increasing user engagement from potential customers. The general route of promotion
through newspapers and other print media, television advertisements has been adopted by Sunsilk.
Endorsement of a hair stylistwas the first step in building the image of the brand as a haircare expert. By: John
Michael Cruz. It also launched an online all girl community which has actually helped in increasing brand
awareness among the target group. When it comes to shampoos, Sunsilk has introduced various products so as
to provide for all the different types of hair. In , Sunsilk moved into the hair colourant market for Asian-type
dark hair, offering a range of seven permanent colours from natural black to copper with purple, red and gold
tints. In , Sunsilk was marketed as a range of shampoos for different hair types. Moreover, the availability and
visibility of Sunsilk is quite high as it is present at every grocery shop, retail shops and convenience outlets.
Sunsilk is sold under a variety of different names in markets around the world including Elidor, Seda and
Sedal. Image: company website Price: Below is the pricing strategy in Sunsilk marketing strategy: Sunsilk
offers products which are competitively priced. Butin their promotional activities, they cover the whole
marketirrespective of these classes. In , Sunsilk styling mousse was launched and 2 years later a conditioning
mousse followed. An economy size shampoo bottle was introduced for Sunsilk in  The excellent distribution
of Sunsilk through retail stores, grocery stores, online media etc shows the extensive reach of the brand, which
is being propelled by its parent company Unilever. Sunsilk also looped in professionals and experts for
creating shampoos which helped in signifying quality of the brand. Sunsilk hair spray was first launched in to
enter an expanding hair-spray market, but in a new product formula was developed which gave hold, even in
damp weather whilst still caring for hair. Currently, Sunsilk has positioned itself as brand consulted by experts
and has multiple variants. With the competition from local and multinationalcompanies due to rationalization
of excise duties, Sunsilk has not been able to gain the desired share in the market. This price is supposed to
have followed value based pricing methodology in its marketing mix in which the price is decided according
to the perception of users. As the market is huge and spread across geographically, the distribution network is
quite extensive.


